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standards. Teachers use their very great power of
prestige suggestion to arouse in school the spirit of
fair play, honest work and conduct; if they succeed in
getting the crowd leaders to think and feel as they do,
the battle is won at least as far as school is concerned.
Such a teacher might fairly claim to he a ' super-crowd *
leader, but what kind of citizens are made in his class will
depend on his ideas as to how far he should try to shape
young growing people and to what ends.
Let us take the question of the ways of legitimate and
useful influences first.
In the first case, before the time when a child feels him-
self one of a crowd, suggestion is often the only way of
giving him standards and inculcating habits.   If a child
lives in a community where friendliness is the order of the
day, truthfulness is assumed and cleanliness practised,
he will tend to accept such ideas, to feel friendly and do
as the others do.   If he is violently contra-suggestant—
desires to say No when others say Yes and always to follow
his own course of action—it may be a symptom that he
does not feel at home with the community and at once every
effort should be made to find out the cause and remove it.
Secondly, as the children get older and more interested
in children of their own age, they are less dependent on
elders and, as far as possible, both teachers and parents
should try to let them educate themselves and each other.
They must more and more learn by experience that careless
work punishes itself, that selfish conduct spoils friendship
and play, that in many cases only practice makes perfect.
They should, in other words, be shaping themselves and
each other into being citizens of a civilized world.
But such growth is not easy and at any moment either
an individual or a group will need help to enable him to
ayct socially instead of egaistically ; here is the opportunity
ior the teacher.
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